Diversity Makes Our Country Beautiful
Dear Friends,

We are living in complex and rapidly changing times with changes that can be overwhelming, no matter where we fall on the political spectrum. A minority of Americans call for a return to what may seem to them a simpler time, a time when white Americans were a very dominant majority of the country and expected to always be the dominant majority. They revere the past, demand respect for their traditions and object to the growing racial, cultural and religious diversification of our population. They fear refugee admissions and immigration as threats to their dominance.

A majority of Americans recognize that with the exception of the indigenous people of this land, our nation is a nation of people who came from other parts of the world, whether voluntarily or through forced migration and slavery. They support immigration and continuing to provide a safe haven for refugees fleeing violence in their homelands. Many welcome the growing diversification of our population as a source of strength, rather than a weakness. They support immigration and continuing to provide a safe haven for refugees fleeing violence in their homelands. Many welcome the growing diversification of our population as a source of strength, rather than a weakness. Many believe that traditions which glorify a past based on the genocidal assaults on and broken treaties with indigenous people, the enslavement of Africans and their descendants, the exclusion and mass incarceration of Asians, the seizure of the Hawaiian islands and nuclear testing in the homelands of Pacific Islanders, and the labor exploitation of people from Latin America, are not traditions which should be honored and continued into the future. They welcome a future in which our country is shared by all races and cultures, rather than dominated by one.

This is what the immigration debate is about: who we are as a country, and who we want to be. The majority of the Asian American and Pacific Islander community is clear that we want our nation to be one that welcomes immigrants and refugees and respects the racial, linguistic, cultural and religious diversity they bring. We want our country to live up to our highest ideals, a country of liberty and justice for all.

ACRS was built on these beliefs. We grew out of the social justice movement, and have never lost sight of our beginnings and our community’s historical experience in this country. Our mission and vision as an organization is based on these beliefs, as are our services, advocacy and civic engagement activities. We know that change is inevitable; the question is not whether there will be change, but whether we will be agents of change, or passive victims of change. Nearly 45 years ago our founders decided that ACRS would be an agent of change at every level. ACRS provides life-saving and enhancing services to individuals, systems advocacy for our community, and civic engagement opportunities to promote our community’s participation in our democracy.

In this newsletter, you will see stories of individual courage, collective compassion and empowerment, of advocacy to improve conditions in our community, and of civic engagement to strengthen our community and our democracy. Thank you for the support you give us to make it all possible.

With deepest appreciation for all that you do for our community,

Diane Narasaki
Executive Director
Learning to Love Herself Again

My family had no idea of the double-life that I lived. I was in fear of them finding out the truth, that I was homeless and drugged out. But they knew something was wrong, because I wasn’t the same person they knew. I was in denial. But deep, deep down, I was screaming for help. I needed to get out of the lifestyle I was in. For nearly a year, my world consisted of sleeping on the streets, sleeping in women’s shelters, and waking up to find my next hit. I had no idea I was dealing with depression and anxiety. I felt stuck in my way of thinking.

One day, Neta decided to steal a plane ticket to New York from the travel agency that she had been working at. With only $200 in her pockets and finding herself in a city where she knew no one, she landed on the streets, where she engaged in drinking, using drugs and prostitution to fuel her lifestyle.

When she got word that her parents were separating, she decided to return to Seattle to care for her mother. But she needed to care for herself, first. Soon after her return, Neta went back to living on the streets, where she met someone who referred her to ACRS.

“When I first met Neta, it was hard to connect with her. Most of the time, I felt like either Neta was high, or Neta was not all there,” says her case manager, Polu, who shared that one of their first interactions was over the phone, while Neta was being hospitalized for a breakdown. “Neta was yelling out to the nurses, ‘I want this’ and ‘I want that,’ and ‘if you don’t do it, I’m going to go jump off the bridge and go kill myself.’” Polu was able to calm Neta down by reminding her of their shared Samoan values of humility and respect. Over time, Neta’s monthly meetings with Polu provided her with the support she needed to rebuild her life. With Polu’s help, Neta took things one step at a time toward her recovery and healing.

As her case manager, Polu connected Neta with our psychiatric medical team to get the immediate care that she needed. Later, they worked with our housing
With each passing day, many of us find ourselves asking what the standard for the “new normal” is. But just when we get to a point where we think a line has been established, it inevitably gets crossed. The steady stream of heated rhetoric and controversial tweets make many of us want to tune it all out, change the channel, turn off the radio, or unfollow some of our friends on Facebook. At ACRS, we’ve spent almost four and a half decades keeping an eye on, participating in, and leading hard conversations that are taking place here in Seattle and all the way to the other Washington.

The Asian American and Pacific Islander experience here in the United States has historically been one of exclusion and invisibility, from overt policies and legislation like the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882, to more subtle forms like the raging national debate on DACA and immigration ignoring the fact that Asia sends more immigrants to our country now than does any other region of the world. People from our countries of origin endure some of the longest backlogs in immigration processing, which keeps families apart and puts dreams on hold. Based on the latest available data, the Center for Migration Studies estimates that there were more than 1.7 million undocumented AAPIs in our country as of 2015.

According to the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services, over 1.9 million Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders across the country “gained access to new options for health care coverage” since the passage of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), better known as Obamacare. Washington State’s decision to participate in the ACA’s Medicaid expansion meant that in 2016 alone, over 18,000 AAPIs here were able to gain health care coverage, based on data from the state’s Office of Financial Management.

The battle to repeal and replace the ACA took center-stage for a large part of 2017, but was defeated by razor thin margins each time it got close. These defeats were temporary victories for millions of people, including AAPIs currently receiving health care coverage through Obamacare as Congress turned its attention to the national budget and tax reform.
The National Budget

In May 2017, President Trump issued a budget that outlined his plans for the nation for 2018 and the decade beyond. In early October, the House of Representatives and the Senate released their own budget proposals. All three share two key features: 1) tax cuts and 2) budget cuts.

In its analysis of the tax framework that the White House and House and Senate Republicans unveiled in late September, the Tax Policy Center concluded that “those with the very highest incomes would receive the biggest tax cuts...about 80 percent of the total benefit would accrue to taxpayers in the top 1 percent.” The Center for Budget and Policy Priorities (CBPP) goes a step further to point out that the “bottom 80 percent of Americans [those making less than about $150,000] would receive just 13 percent of the benefits.”

CBPP published an analysis in mid-October concluding that although they “[differ] in detail, the three plans are broadly similar.” Here are the key features highlighted in their report that directly impact ACRS and the communities we serve:

**Deep cuts in non-defense appropriations.** K-12 education, infrastructure, medical and scientific research, environmental protection, low-income housing, national parks and a myriad of other services.

**Very deep cuts in health care.** Each plan would trim Medicaid, Medicare and the ACA’s subsidies for health insurance and health-related programs between $1.8 to $2 trillion. The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) estimates that this would cause millions of people to lose health coverage, raise premiums and weaken coverage, and ultimately contribute to the collapse of the health insurance exchanges set up as part of the ACA.

**Deep cuts in other entitlement programs.** Each of the plans would take crucial funds away from social programs that support low and middle-income families, seniors and the disabled, including SNAP (formerly food stamps), Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and funds for higher education, including Pell Grants and student loans.

ACRS takes a holistic approach to healthcare that includes mental health and primary care services.

Photo by Hong Chhuor.

Millions of people could lose health coverage, see premiums rise and experience weakened coverage.
What’s next? As of this writing, a single budget document has yet to emerge, so there is still much to be done before a bill reaches President Trump’s desk. CBPP’s assessment of the House tax plan released on November 2 was that it was “more of the same,” citing that its focus on cutting taxes for corporations and the wealthy would substantially increase the national deficit, which would later be used to justify slashing programs and services that serve working and middle-class families.

The Debate on Immigration

The landscape for U.S. immigration policy has changed significantly since the election of November 2016. There have been many changes – proposed and/or implemented – to our immigration system. President Trump proposed reducing the number of refugees that can resettle in the U.S. each year from a high of over 110,000 in 2016 to 45,000 in 2018. His administration also issued several executive orders barring refugee arrivals and most recently, visitors from certain countries such as Syria and Somalia. Some of the executive orders have been challenged in court – several by Washington’s Attorney General, Bob Ferguson. The impacts are not yet fully understood, except to drastically reduce the numbers of refugee arrivals from majority-Muslim countries over the last several months and possibly into 2018, pending new challenges to the latest travel ban.

In early September, the President announced his decision to end the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program in six months if Congress does not pass a legislative fix, such as the 2017 DREAM Act. If Congress does not act, 800,000 DACA recipients, with thousands of young adults from Asia and the Pacific Islands among them, could face deportation from the United States, the only country many of them have ever known. Finally, the Reforming American Immigration for a Strong Economy (RAISE) Act was introduced by Republican Senators Tom Cotton and David Perdue in February. If passed, this bill would cut legal immigration to the United States by 50 percent over a decade by limiting who could be given entry under family reunification, eliminating the diversity visa, and giving preference to highly-skilled or educated people.
For now, there have been no proposed changes to the processes and procedures by which Lawful Permanent Residents (LPRs) over the age of 18 who have been in the country for at least five years can become U.S. citizens. ACRS’ citizenship team works with hundreds of LPRs to become naturalized U.S. citizens each year, and we continue to do so, in one on one settings, through our citizenship classes, and in group application processing workshops at ACRS, and in partnership with other organizations in the community.

The actions taken to restrict immigration and refugee admissions affect not only those who wish to immigrate or seek safe haven here, but also their family members who are already in the U.S. who have waited for long periods, often several years or even decades to reunite in our country. Family-based immigration has affected the Asian American and Pacific Islander community more than any other community in the United States.

ACRS will continue to help reunite families through our citizenship and immigration services and our advocacy, locally and nationally to defend family-based immigration. We oppose the RAISE Act and the Islamophobic executive orders known as the Muslim travel bans.

You Can Help by Joining the Conversation

As we have always done for almost four and a half decades, ACRS and our community partners are taking part in the ongoing debates on health care, funding for programs, immigration and more. We are organizing so that we’ll be ready to tackle the threats to our community and protect the most vulnerable among us. ACRS stands with DACA recipients, and urges Congress to pass a clean 2017 DREAM Act by the end of the year.

*Your voice matters.* Please call the Congressional Hotline at [202] 224-3121 to let your representatives and senators know how you feel about these critical issues and how the proposals and actions on immigration and the budget impact our community.

We invite you to join us! Please sign-up for our email list to receive alerts and information about how you can get involved. Get in touch with us at info@acrs.org for more information and follow us on Facebook and Twitter.
Asian Americans and Pacific Islanders (AAPIs) are the fastest growing racial group, locally and nationally. AAPIs are the largest racial minority and immigrant and refugee population in Greater Seattle and King County and are approximately 10% of the state’s population. Yet, our communities are still invisible on many important issues, including immigration, Islamophobia and the RAISE Act.

Did you know that 1 in 7 AAPIs are undocumented? They comprise about one-quarter of those who are undocumented in Washington State. 90% of AAPIs are immigrants, refugees, or children of immigrants and refugees. AAPIs account for more than 40% of all annual immigration to the United States. In short, U.S. immigration policy and legislation deeply affect AAPIs and their families and communities.

How do we make our AAPI voices heard? How do we bring visibility to the issues most important to our communities?

This past October, ACRS worked with community partners to bring attention to these issues, mobilizing leaders and community members as part of the AAPI National Week of Action on Immigration. Along with over 30 community organizations across the country, we delivered a unified statement that AAPIs care about justice for our communities. On the morning of October 9, about 350 people from across the state came to ACRS to stand together for immigrants and refugees, for Deferred Action on Childhood Arrivals (DACA) participants, and for a clean DREAM Act. Joining community members from King County, people traveled from as far away as Spokane and Yakima, and from Pierce, Snohomish and Thurston Counties. The rally hosted participants from many communities including South Asian: Indian, Bhutanese and Nepalese; Southeast Asian:
Vietnamese, Cambodian, Laotian, Khmu, Hmong, Mien and Thai; Pacific Islanders: Samoan and Hawaiian; as well as Korean, Chinese, Japanese and Filipino.

Speakers included U.S. Representative Pramila Jayapal, WA State Representatives Sharon Tomiko Santos and Mia Gregerson; the King County Executive, City of Seattle Deputy Mayor, representatives of the Governor as well as community leaders and representatives from across the state. We were fortunate to hear from a Korean DACA recipient who shared her story. The speakers addressed DACA, the 2017 Dream Act, the Muslim travel ban, RAISE Act and President Trump’s latest immigration policy principles. Rally participants heard from leaders speaking with one voice on these issues.

While this event was important for its content – in sharing information, in hearing from elected officials and community leaders, and in hearing the personal story from a DACA recipient, it was equally significant in giving visibility to our AAPI community’s capacity to mobilize and come together to give voice to our concerns.

The ACRS AAPI Democracy Initiative works to lift the voices of AAPIs through a continuum of strategies including voter engagement. We joined others in two non-partisan Get Out the Vote (GOTV) campaigns for the recent general election. As a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization, ACRS is non-partisan and may not support or oppose a candidate for public office. However, we can conduct voter and civic education and encourage people to vote.

We are so grateful for the many volunteers who have given their time in reaching out to communities and reminding them to vote, especially through our evening phone banks. Community members, ACRS board members and students made calls in multiple languages to remind people to vote by election day, help them with replacement ballots, or locate the
Program Spotlight

We collaborated with community partners on non-partisan voter education through candidate forums to provide opportunities for communities and candidates to hear from each other. We worked with partners including the Southeast Seattle Education Coalition and School’s Out WA to host the Seattle Candidate Forum on Education. Our work was made possible with funding support from The Seattle Foundation and King County Elections.

We collaborated with many of our sister organizations and other partners including the Indian Association of Western Washington, APACEvotes, InterIm CDA, Chinese Information Service Center and International Community Health Services on the Eastside API Candidate Forum in Bellevue, and two AAPI Candidate Forums for the primary and general elections, which were both held in Seattle’s Chinatown/International District. We are also grateful to groups like the Chinese American Civic Association and the employees of companies like Ernst & Young, who donated their time leading up to the election to help people register to vote.

While there have been increases in AAPI voter engagement rates, AAPIs continue to lag behind other racial groups in voter registration and voter turnout at the national level. According to AAPI Data, only 56% of eligible Asian Americans, Native Hawaiians and Pacific Islanders nationally are registered to vote. These rates of registration are behind White (74%), Black/African American (70%), and Latino (57%) groups. In 2016, Asian American voter turnout was 49%; for Pacific Islanders, turnout was 41%. In comparison, turnout rates for Whites and Blacks/African Americans were 65% and 59% respectively. For Latinos, turnout was closer to AAPIs at 48%. Here in Washington State, 2016 AAPI voters contacted by our AAPI Democracy Initiative voted at a rate of 74%.
turnout was much stronger. Our partners at the Win/Win Network estimate that AAPI turnout for 2016 was 67%, while AAPI voters who were contacted by ACRS through our AAPI Democracy Initiative voted at a rate of 74%.

Along with the ACRS Board of Directors, Civic Engagement Task Force, and Friends of ACRS, we look to our community members to join us in lifting up AAPI voices, and raising voter registration and voter turnout rates. If they are eligible, talk with your friends and family members about the importance of registering to vote and of voting in every election. If you care about health equity, immigration, climate justice and other issues – join us in civic engagement events, help to raise and make visible the issues that are most important to our communities. Lend us your skills and resources as we build our capacity to support our community’s immigrants and refugees as they face continued threats from increasingly hostile national policies.

Finally, please join us in welcoming Joseph Shoji Lachman, our new civic engagement program manager as he leads the program as a community hub for resources, information, training and development, and working toward our goal of an AAPI community that is fully engaged in our democracy.
A Culinary Journey a Success

More than 500 ACRS supporters, corporate partners and volunteers joined us at *A Culinary Journey* this year and contributed to its huge success. We featured the cuisine of local chefs Rachel Yang (Joule/Revel/Trove/Revelry), David Kong (Perché No) and Jinho Han (Seven Beef). Guests savored curry puff appetizers, beef brisket in crispy rice shells, a delicious miso black cod entrée, and smoky rice pudding with kabocha squash for dessert.

*A Culinary Journey* is more than just an exploration and celebration of food. As Chef Rachel Yang addressed in her cooking demonstration, her passion for cooking stems from her immigrant experience. Both call for pride in one’s heritage and taking the risk to incorporate elements from a new culture. Those of us who are immigrants or children of immigrants can relate to feeling “different” and trying to blend in with the mainstream culture. We take inspiration from Chef Yang, who takes a bold approach toward blending both worlds in her cuisine. This is what makes her restaurants so popular and appealing to so many.

Both ACRS Board President Angelie Chong and guest speaker Congressmember Pramila Jayapal addressed how crucial it is to continue the fight for immigrant rights, and our role as advocates for those who do not have a voice. Neta Etuale later shared her moving story about her struggle with mental illness, homelessness, substance abuse, and recovery and healing. As a Samoan American, Neta described how the culturally-sensitive programs at ACRS helped her emerge from her lowest point toward self-discovery, empowerment and independence, “I love myself today.”

Together we raised more than $135,000 when guests were asked to “raise their paddles.” Along with a spirited live auction, heads or tails game, jewelry silent auction and Secret Ingredient drawings, we raised more than $322,000 in total for ACRS programs and services supporting our community, and surpassed our goal by $47,000! A large part of the high energy in the room was attributed to our illustrious and entertaining team of auctioneer John Curley and MC Mary Nam of KOMO 4 TV.
We extend our deepest appreciation for Presenting Sponsor Comcast NBCUniversal, Legacy Sponsor Pacific Market International (PMI), Partner Sponsor Premera and for additional support from Capital One, Muckleshoot, Seattle Healing Arts, Swedish, United Healthcare, and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. We are grateful for our partnerships with our business community!

Heartfelt thanks to all who joined us at A Culinary Journey, and particularly our dedicated gala committee, co-chaired by ACRS Board President Angelie Chong and former ACRS board member Derek Edmonds. We look forward to celebrating our 45th anniversary and all who’ve helped us build ACRS over the last four and half decades. Please join us at next year’s gala on October 27, 2018 at the Bellevue Hyatt!

1 Gala guests survey potential prizes through our Secret Ingredient drawings. 2 Rachel Yang shines on stage during the cooking demonstration. 3 Neta shares her story of recovery and healing. 4 Congressmember Pramila Jayapal reaffirms her commitment to fighting for justice for all. 5 Starter course by Seven Beef. Photos by Joysha Fajardo.
ACRS is grateful for generous support from Comcast NBCUniversal, which has enabled us to develop a robust, year-round digital literacy program for ACRS clients. Since September of 2016, we have been proud to offer a 10-week, 30-hour intensive digital literacy class focused on helping jobseekers. The class has a dedicated instructor and teaching assistants. Students learn the basics of computer literacy, including how to use the Internet, apply for jobs online, use email and navigate Google maps. They also learn how to use thumb drives, connect to WiFi, type and use Microsoft PowerPoint. We use interactive, fun teaching methods to get the students engaged in their learning, and to reduce their anxiety about using computers. At the end of each quarter, students who have attended all 10 classes and pass a competency exam are given their own Chromebook as a reward for their hard work. This incentive program, also made possible by Comcast’s generosity, has been extremely popular and effective with supporting our students’ success.

Increasingly, digital literacy is as important for our clients as English language literacy. Without basic computer proficiency, our clients risk being left behind in the job market, in communication with their supervisor at work, at their children’s schools, and beyond. We are grateful to Comcast for their support to ACRS so that we can help bridge the digital divide for our clients.

The grant from the Comcast Foundation is in recognition of Comcast’s commitment to the communities where its customers and employees live and work. Since its founding in 1999, the Comcast Foundation has distributed more than $163 million in cash support of programs implemented locally in Comcast communities.
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A Culinary Journey:
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Montalcino Ristorante Italiano | SEIU Healthcare 775NW | USI


Special Thanks: Crossings TV | Mary Nam, KOMO News | Starbucks

Walk for Rice:

Presenting

PMI
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Swedish
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Amerigroup | CHINN Construction, LLC | City University of Seattle | GeoTeaming | HomeStreet Bank | Kaiser Permanente | Morgan Stanley | Pepsi Beverages Company | Perkins Coie

Entertainment: University of WA School of Social Work | Refreshment: East West Bank | Refreshment: Asian Real Estate Association of America | Race Clock: Coordinated Care

Special Thanks: CenturyLink | Crossings TV | Northwest Harvest

Emcees: Derek Wing, PEMCO Mutual Insurance Company and Michelle Li, King 5 News
It has been an annual tradition for a thousand plus community members to gather on the last Saturday in June at Seward Park to raise funds for the ACRS Food Bank. We were fortunate to enjoy a bright, sunny day for this year’s Walk. Festivities included entertainment by the Seattle Chinese Community Girls Drill Team, Seattle Kokon Taiko, lion dancers, amazing martial arts demonstrators and a musical performance by Theory of Change.

Together we raised over $272,000, which is truly a community effort thanks to:

- 84 enthusiastic Walk for Rice teams
- 15 staff and community fundraisers (bake sales, garage sales, happy hour, Hunger Gala, cook offs, karaoke event)
- Generous support from our corporate sponsors:
  
  Presenting Sponsor:
  Pacific Market International (PMI)
  
  Visionary Sponsors: Amazon, Community Health Plan of Washington, Swedish
  
  Advocate Sponsors: Amerigroup, Chinn Construction, City University, HomeStreet Bank, Kaiser Permanente, Morgan Stanley, Perkins Coie

  • A unique collaboration with Northwest Harvest

Hats off to our illustrious MCs Derek Wing and KING 5 anchor Michelle Li who brought great energy and enthusiasm to our event. Kudos to our hard-working Walk for Rice planning committee, co-chaired by ACRS board members Jeff Liang and Nicole Ngonevolalath. This tireless group met bi-weekly for six months leading up to the big event, taking care of the many details involved with this beloved community tradition.

We would also like to acknowledge and thank Walk for Rice co-founders Sam Matsui, Herb Tsuchiya.
and the late Bertha Lung Tsuchiya for having the vision and initiative 27 years ago to address the issue of hunger in our Asian American and Pacific Islander community and for establishing this annual fundraiser. For close to three decades the ACRS Food Bank has been serving culturally familiar food to 5,700 children, families and seniors who would otherwise face hunger or food insecurity.

Of course, a huge THANK YOU to all who ran, walked and volunteered at Walk for Rice! Thank you for stepping up and doing your part to fight hunger in our AAPI community. Please mark your calendars for Saturday, June 30, 2018 – see you at next year’s Walk!

1 Top finishers from different age and gender brackets pose on stage for post-Walk photos with our MCs and event chairs. 2 Future team captains and community leaders. 3 Puget Sound Academy of Karate members never fail to impress. 4 The refreshment tent boasts some of the best post-Walk snacks around. 5 A Walk participant crosses the finish line with gusto. Photos by Kristen Miyake and Jack Storms.
Thank You 2017 Donors!

We gratefully acknowledge the following gifts recorded in our system between April 2017 and October 2017.

Corporate and Philanthropic Supporters
American Civil Liberties Union of Washington Foundation • APACE • Arcora Foundation • Asia Pacific Cultural Center • Asian Americans Advancing Justice • Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation • Capital One • Chinese Baptist Church • Chinese Information and Service Center • City of Seattle • Comcast • Community Health Plan Of Washington • Costco Wholesale • Crowley Company • Davis Wright Tremaine LLP • Deggering McIntosh & Associates, Inc. • Delta Dental of Washington • Dorsey & Whitney Foundation • Eastern Café • El Centro de la Raza • Expedia, Inc. • F5 Networks, Inc. • Fidelity Charitable • FreyBuck P.S. • GE United Way Campaign • Give with Liberty • Global Education Network • HomeStreet Bank • Interim CDA • International Community Health Services • International Examiner • JACL • PNW District • James C. Allen Charitable Foundation • KeyBank Foundation • Kin On Health Care Center • Koasia, Inc. • Nijo Sushi Bar & Grill • Korean American Professionals Society • KPMG Community Involvement Program • Kroger • Mason Coaching & Consulting, LLC • Microsoft Corporation • Miller Nash Graham & Dunn LLP • Muckleshoot Casino • National Women’s Caucus of Washington • Northwest Asian Weekly/Seattle Chinese Post, Inc. • Northwest Harvest • Northwest Immigrant Rights Project • Novanco International Inc • OneAmerica • Pacific Hospital Preservation & Development Authority • Pacific Market International • People Tech Group • Premera Blue Cross • Rainier Vehicle and Vessel Licensing LLC • Refugee Women’s Alliance • SAFECO Insurance Foundation • Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving • Seattle Foundation • Seattle Healing Arts Laser Clinic • Seattle Psych Studio • SEIU 775 • Sheng-Yen Lu Foundation • Sitework Technologies Inc • Starbucks Coffee Co. • Swedish Medical Center • The Bullitt Foundation • The Genoa Foundation • The Young Family Charitable Fund • UnitedHealthcare Community Plan • United Way of King County • United Way of Pierce County • USI Insurance Services LLC • USI Kibble & Prentice • Vulcan Inc. • Wallace H. Coulter Foundation • Washington State Labor Council, AFL-CIO • Wells Fargo Foundation • Whitepages Inc. • Your Man Friday, Inc. •

Individual Community Supporters
Shareef Abdu-Rahmaan • Randi Abrams-Caras • Mitch Acevedo & John Kephart • Elizabeth Acord • Matt Adams • Sarah Agtarap • Patricia Akyama • D Akizuki • Laurel Alexander • Nathan & Ruby Hou Alexander • Norman Cheuk & Mito Alfieri • Ed Alpio • Gabe Allam • Kevin Allen • Angelina Allende • Beth Anderson • Elizabeth Anderson • Helen Anderson • Mark Anderson • Teri Anderson • Marcine Anderson • Nellie Fujii Anderson • Allison Ankney • Lindsay Appleton • A.J. Aquino & Wendy Aquino • Joey Aquino • Joy Aquino • Anne Arakaki-Lock • Charlyn Arnhold • Erika Ahn Arone • Janet Arthur • Daniel Arzaga • Vicki Asakura • Dave Asamoto • Tenzin Ashi • Steve Aspiras • JeannieBeth Asuncion • Vanessa Au • Steven Aurand • Richard Austria • Steve Badanes • Michelle Bagshaw • Craig Bailey • Tanya Baklanoff • Kristi Bala • Kathleen Balagtas • Lorraine Bannai • Russell Barang • Brad Bargmeyer • Teri Bariquit • Alice Mclean Barnes • David Barnes • Teresita Batayola • Jean Bateman • Barry Bates • Alexander Bau • Stephen & Lynn Baum • Keiko Beer • In memory of Lawrence Beer • David Tetsuo Beer • Kelsey Beer • Christopher Belden • David & Jennifer Belden • Shannon & Raiven Bell • Carter Beliveau & Jocely Lui • Kim Berardi • Nanette Bergdahl • Amy Bergstrom • Leonard Berman • Shubham Bhal • Hailey Bird • Brandon Bird • Robert Blazek • In honor of Johnfuse • Kimberly Blindheim • The Design Collective-James Blissett • Brent Blood • Bill Blowers • Constance Bollen • Valerie Bone • Wendy Borgett • Whitney Boswell • Irene Botero • Joe Bowers • Marilyn Breiding • Luisana Breton • Fumiko Kurose Bretzke • Balid Brian • Jennifer Brower • Rebecca Nelf Brown • Robert Brown Jr. • Mai Bui • Angela Buttemeyer • Judy Burke • KarrieAnne Burke • Matt Burke • Kevin Cabacelon • Shena Cacho • Richard Cahali • Charlie Cai • Steve Candalirillo • Dorina Calderon-McHenry • Bihoa Caldwell • Katie Cameron • Barbara Camire • Patrick Campbell • Maya Canfield • In memory of Yuri Takahashi • Carrie Callaway Cardy • Heather Carlton • Kathryn Carmichael • Colleen Carpenter • Reece Carson • Stefan Caruso • Emilia Castillo • Ryan Catabay • Emma Catague • Mario Cava • Atleea Chavan • Shreya Chakrabarti • J.B. & Stephanie Champion • Andrew Chan • Evan Chan • Jenny Chan • Lisa Chan • Matt & Gei Chan • Rebecca Chan • Rick Chan • Elizabeth & Mark Chan • Betty Chan-Taskial • Alex Chang • David Chang • Fu Chao • John Chao • Pi Chao • Kelli Charchboneau • Diem Chau • Jacky-Yu Chau • Sinae Cheh • Jianli Chen • Yi-Ling Chen • Hung Ping Chen • Jack Chen • Maggie Cheng • Alex Cheung • Karman Cheung • Rani Cheung • Kerry Chew • Tina Chiang • Andrea Chin • Candace Chin • Cjoysk2 Chin • Kristen Chin • Samantha Chin • Chin Arndt Family • Stanley Ching • Betty Chinn • Charles & Christine Chinn • Deanna Chinn • Dorrienne Chinn • Wilton & Paula Chinn • Morgan Chiu • Andrew Cho • Eun Soon Cho • Jane Cho • Irene Choi • Yongbai Choi • Boyoon Choi • Billy Chong • Char Wae Chong • Chien Feng Chong • Keith Chong • Angelie Chong • Shanna Chong • Selina Chou & Andre Loh • Martin Choy • Leslie Christen • Arti Chistianto • In honor of Christianto Tsai Family • Dong Chu • Alan Chun • Anne Xuan Clark • Leonora Clarke • Richard Conlin • King County Executive Dow Constantine • Ricky Cooper • Donna Corallino • Alesea Cornitel • Saul Cornwall • Jonah & Emma Corsilles • James Crosetto • Lauren Crosson • Jennifer Cruz • Joyce McGuire • Julian Cui • David Cunningham • Karen Cunningham • Stan Dahlin • Judith Daikoku • Quyen Dang • Jon Dankworth • Abigail Daquz • Stephen Darcy • Amanda Darling • Deborah Davis • Patricia Dawson • Linda Day • Policarpio & Susan De Cano • Derek Debakker • Colin Del Rosario • Michael Flor & Elisa Del Rosario • Councilmember Rod Dembowski • Elizabeth Derderian • Ann Determan • Josh Dewanaga • Jessalynn Diaz • Lisa Dickinson • Michael Diemert • Brandon Dilbeck • Judy Dillon • Fredy Albert Dimico • Teresa Dimyadi & Edward Widharsa •Tansy Do • Zung Do • Clara Doctolero • Maria Doctolero • Neida Doctolero • Anna Dolhansky • Bruce & Dolores Dong • Garret Dong • Janet Mei Dong • Laura Lee Dootson •
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Wallace • Lauren Wallace • Laura Waltner & Michael Wanderer & Janice Suyehira • Grace Wang • Star Wang • Wayne Wang • Regina Warmoth • Roselee Warren • Andrew Wei • Zimei Wei • Choe Wei • Kayla Weiner • Jamie Weintrab • Kathleen Weiser • Jennifer Wen • Nicholas West • Tom West • Wren Wheeler • June White • Carol Whittier-Harrang • Sabrina Van Why • Julie Wiehl • Lauren Wiehl • Christopher Wiggins • Deborah Holt Williams • Sherry Elaine Williams • Sandra Williamson • Aimee Wilig • Derek Wong • Marci Wing • Jill Witsoe • Tsegab Woldehaimanot • Amy Wolff • Brian Wong & Cindy Gok • Douglas Wong • Edmund Wong • Faye Wong • Heidi Wong • James Wong • Jean Wong • Juliana Wong • Sandra Wong • Winnie Wong • Bill Wong • Dorothy Wong • Larry Woo • Steve Woo • Agnes Wu • Hui Wu • Jacqueline Ellen Wu • Jane Wu • Jon Wu • Howard Wu • Liliya Wurtz • Larai Wushishi • Colleen Yamaguchi • Sheryl Yamamoto • Mae Yamazaki • Miyoko Yamazaki • Junko Yamazaki & Oddvar-Sangeland • Alice Yang • Luise Yang • Sandy Yang • Jennifer Yang • Chef-Rachel Yang • Tony Yang • Ador Yano • Helena Yao • Candace Yaplee • Cherisa Yaplee • Diane Yee • Frederick Hoy Yee • Kim Yee • Sinclair Yee • Ross Yeh • Ting-Ling Yeh • Robert Yi • Gordon & Helen Yip • Charlene Yoritsune • Stephen Yoshida • Kiri Yoshimura • Rebecca Yoshitani • Joan Yoshitomi • Kris Yoshizawa • The You Family Charitable Fund • Aigbkw Chin Young • Kwok Hang & Lillian Young • Tina Young • Connie Young • Dae YU • Son Yong Yu • Herrin Yue • Joanne Yuen & Ting Wong • Linda Zachariah • Daniel Zamudio • Julia Zee • Judith Zeh • Yushen Zheng • Hong Zhou • Joyce Zhou • Kristin Zimmerman • Marie Zimmermann • Erin Zolotukhin & Catherine Ridgway • Robert Zorich • Eileen Zube •

In-Kind Community Supporters
Audrey Hwang & Joel Ing • Chris Ishii • Gertrude Jone • Les Moy • Yoon Jwng Park • Deborah Sanwal • Eunhee & Rob Sumner • Dean Wong • 5th Avenue Theatre • ACT • A Contemporary Theatre • Argosy Cruises • Bellevue Main Insurance Group LLC • Bill Speidel's Underground Tour • BJ Montoya Violin Studio • Broadway Center for the Performing Arts • Caffe Ladro • Chinese Baptist Church • Chris Aoki Golf • Comet Tavern • Danny Woo Community Garden • Dimitriou's Jazz Alley • Doee Bay Resort and Retreat • Ethan Stowell Restaurants • Fran's Chocolates • Jamie Ford • Jet City Improv • Kobo LLC • Lost Lake Cafe and Lounge • Loulay Kitchen and Bar • LT Trading LLC • Panera, LLC • Seattle Asian American Film Festival • Seattle Reign FC • Seattle Repertory Theatre • Seattle Shakespeare Company • Seattle Waterfront Marriott Hotel • Studio 904, Inc. • Tacoma Art Museum • The Westin Bellevue • Tilth Alliance • Tilth Restaurant • Uwajimaya • V.W. Asian Food Co. Ltd. • WCP Solutions • Wing Luke Asian Museum • Wissmattac • Woodland Park Zoo • Youth Theatre Northwest •
45 YEARS OF MEMORIES

Calling all current and former clients, board members, staff, volunteers, donors and allies!

45 Years?
Time flies!

Share your memories, stories, and photos with us and each month we’ll celebrate the contributions of our community toward making ACRS a powerful place of hope, opportunity and voice for four and a half decades.

Feel free to be as creative or simple as you like. We’ll take poetry, letters, selfie videos, photos or Facebook shares of your favorite memory, how ACRS helped you or someone you know and nominations for people who should be celebrated.

Send us your memories and ideas for how we can celebrate all that we’ve accomplished together.

Please send submissions and questions to: 45years@acrs.org or call development director Candace Inagi at (206) 774-2404
Celebrate

ACRS’ 45th Anniversary

Benefit Gala

SAVE THE DATE

October 27, 2018

ASIAN COUNSELING and REFERRAL SERVICE
Pil Jung Kim is a cherished hero of the ACRS family. Mr. Kim immigrated to the United States in 1988 at the age of 68, after retiring from his high school math teaching career in South Korea. As a physically active and emotionally aware individual with training in Chinese medicine, he quickly sought opportunities to invest his energy and talents for the benefit of his new community. Mr. Kim joined the ACRS senior congregate lunch program which has been providing nutritious hot ethnic meals and meaningful social activities for older adults for over a decade.

At nearly 100 years of age, Mr. Kim shows great resilience, humor and awareness, impressing and surprising everyone he meets. It is plain to see that other community members look up to Mr. Kim as a teacher endowed with great wisdom. This communal respect stems from his astounding ability to age in a healthy way and his willingness to share his "secrets." Mr. Kim has enthusiastically shared his secrets to healthy aging most prominently through the instruction of dynamic stretching classes at our various lunch program locations and providing advice regarding Chinese medicinal techniques.

Mr. Kim chose to devote his life to social services after attending a Christian missionary school in 1930s Korea. His first priority has been to "put others first, even if one is to lose everything." He reports that his mother used to tell him, "to lose is to win," implying that peace on earth is the result of compromise, consideration and pro-active peacemaking. Seniors attest that he has made an incredible impact, especially on those suffering from social isolation and depression.

We are moved by Pil Jung Kim because of his lifelong commitment to the happiness and well-being of others. He shows how healthy aging is a manifestation of a life lived with pep in one’s step and love in one’s heart. He has been a mentor to his community, and has a following of thankful community members to tout the immense meaning of his influence.

ACRS community living connections (CLC) specialist, Timothy Kim says, "this is the kind of person I hope to be, a leader who inspires others not only through words, but through demonstration, example and selfless giving. I aim to emulate Mr. Kim’s lifelong

Continue on page 26
Our Shared Humanity Gives Us Strength  

by Harry Dixon, LMHC

It seems like every day, news breaks about another outrageous instance of discrimination, aggression, violence or racism. Our society has become increasingly divided and many have adopted an “us vs them” mentality. It is no wonder that many of us feel more isolated, alone, disconnected and afraid.

The “us vs them” mentality makes us question the motives and intentions behind the actions of others, and we often interpret these to be malevolent and designed to hurt us. We start to blame and accuse others for their beliefs, which leads to disconnection and misunderstanding.

The “us vs them” mentality makes us ask, “why do you think this way?” It can be accusatory and make others feel small and unimportant. When we take the time to learn about another person with compassion and non-judgment, we stop focusing on the differences that divide us and start focusing on the commonalities between us. We stop asking “Why?” and start asking “How did you come to this conclusion? Please help me understand.” This drives connection, intimacy and understanding. It is easier to adopt the “us vs them” mentality because it is a deeply-rooted protective response, but it will betray us by driving us deeper into isolation. Choosing compassion is a much more vulnerable and difficult path, but ultimately the path that will bring us all back together.

As human beings, we are social creatures that are wired for and thrive through connection with others. When we feel lonely, our bodies and our brains tell us that we are lacking connection. When loneliness is prolonged, we may feel pushed out of society and excluded. We can often act in ways that try to alleviate the pain of loneliness by shutting down and telling ourselves that we’re better off alone. When we do this, the result is often even less connection, less empathy, less understanding and more defensiveness.

To combat loneliness, we need to first identify what we’re feeling and have the courage to see it as a sign to invest in meaningful connection rather than shutting down. We must choose to be vulnerable and brave in pushing through the discomfort and pain that loneliness can bring, and express and meet our need for connection.

One can find healing through human connection. Counseling is an example of this, and how through compassion and empathy, we can build better and stronger bonds between people and a more inclusive society. In a therapy session, the counselor models compassion and non-judgment because doing so allows the client to feel safe in exploring the issues that bring them in. This compassion and non-judgment leads to greater trust and understanding between the client and the counselor, and allows for deeper discoveries, greater healing and growth. Even if the counselor and client may be on two different sides of an idea, the client can feel validated and heard. It is this type of connection that heals loneliness and solves the “us vs them” mentality. However, it requires courage to step into places where we may have to acknowledge that we do not have all of the answers, and a willingness to recognize the humanity of others. As Buddhist nun, Pema Chodron says, “compassion is not a relationship between the healer and the wounded. It’s a relationship between equals. Only when we know our own darkness well can we be present with the darkness of others. Compassion becomes real when we recognize our shared humanity.”

Community workshops and individual or family counseling appointments are available. For more information or to schedule a consultation, please call ACRS Therapy Associates at (206) 695-7511.

Harry is a Licensed Mental Health Counselor with ACRS Therapy Associates.
Continued Articles

Learning to Love Herself Again

and supported employment teams so that Neta could find a place to live and a job to support herself. Polu shares that “ACRS is one place, where whether you’re a youth, an elder, immigrant, refugee or even American born, you can come to find hope, opportunity and your voice. Having various services housed under one roof at ACRS plays a very important role in an individual’s recovery. If Neta hadn’t been able to get these services, I think her journey would’ve been even more difficult.”

Today, Neta feels that “[her] life has changed so dramatically. I have peace of mind. Every day when I wake up, I’m grateful. I’m no longer that addict that needs to get high. I no longer have to have some kind of chemical to cope. I love myself today. Nothing can hold me back, not even myself. I’m no longer tied to my past. My future looks bright. So bring it on.”

Stories like Neta’s are just one of the many stories that are being written every day at ACRS.

100 Years Young

ethical standard, because, as he has made clear, not only does one receive the benefits of a conscience free from guilt when living by his words, but the world will also surely become a better place for all to live in. Kim’s healthy approach to physical activity and unending devotion to peace on earth are modalities to live by. Mr. Kim is a true friend, role model and an inspiration.”

Last year, Timothy nominated Mr. Kim for the prestigious Sound Generations “Inspire Positive Aging” award for teaching dynamic stretching classes. Mr. Kim taught himself to play both the piano and violin. He followed his musical passion and started a trio with another violin player and cellist in Seattle. Together, the three of them volunteered their talent to anyone who was in need, including local churches and nursing homes. When Mr. Kim’s neck became too stiff to continue playing, he made sure to donate his violin for students to learn the art.

His only family in America lives in Los Angeles. However, Mr. Kim says he would never leave Seattle. Mr. Kim can be found visiting the Seattle Korean Elder Association and Club Bamboo, where he enjoys socializing, exercising, attending education workshops and eating nutritious food. He treats everyone with the utmost respect and maintains such a youthful spirit. Mr. Kim is proud of being a part of ACRS’ work to offer hope, opportunity, meals and activities for older adults, and making a difference in the lives of others.
28th annual
WALK FOR RICE
every grain counts

COMING JUNE 30, 2018

For sponsorship information, please contact Candace Inagi at:
candacei@acrs.org | 206.774.2404

To become a team captain or volunteer please contact Mary Ann Goto at:
maryanng@acrs.org | 206.695.7551

PLEASE ALSO SUPPORT

3rd Annual Lunar New Year 5K Walk & Run - Year of the Dog
February 25, 2018 | ichs.com/5K

White Center CDA Run 4 Hope
March 31, 2018 | wccda.org
Asian Counseling and Referral Service (ACRS) complies with applicable Federal civil rights laws and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, gender identity or sexual orientation. ACRS does not exclude people or treat them differently because of race, color, national origin, age, disability, gender identity or sexual orientation.

ACRS provides free aids and services to people with disabilities to communicate effectively with us, such as:
- Qualified sign language interpreters
- Written information in other formats (large print, audio, accessible electronic formats, other formats)

ACRS provides free language services to people whose primary language is not English, such as:
- Qualified interpreters
- Information written in other languages

If you need these services, contact ACRS Front Desk Staff or a representative in the program that provides you service.

If you believe that ACRS has failed to provide these services or discriminated in another way on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, disability, gender identity or sexual orientation, you can file a grievance with: ACRS Civil Rights Coordinator – ACRS Compliance Officer, 3639 Martin Luther King Jr. Way S, Seattle, WA 98144, (206) 774-2409, WA Relay (800) 833-6384, Fax (206) 695-7606, compliance@acrs.org. You can file a grievance in person or by mail, fax, or email. If you need help filing a grievance, the ACRS Compliance Officer is available to help you.

You can also file a civil rights complaint with the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office for Civil Rights, electronically through the Office for Civil Rights Complaint Portal, available at https://ocrportal.hhs.gov/ocr/portal/lobby.jsf, or by mail or phone at:


If you would no longer like to receive ACRS News or if you have an address correction, please email info@acrs.org with your name, mailing address and request.